A competitive baseline in sentence-level extractive summarization of news articles is the Lead-3 heuristic, where only the first 3 sentences are extracted. The success of this method is due to the tendency for writers to implement progressive elaboration in their work by writing the most important content at the beginning. In this paper, we introduce the Lead-like Recognizer (LeadR) to show how the Lead heuristic can be extended to summarize multi-section documents where it would not usually work well. This is done by introducing a neural model which produces a probability distribution over positions for sentences, so that we can locate sentences with introduction-like qualities. To evaluate the performance of our model, we use the task of summarizing multi-section documents. LeadR outperforms several baselines on this task, including a simple extension of the Lead heuristic designed for the task. Our work suggests that predicted position is a strong feature to use when extracting summaries.
INTRODUCTION
Summarization is an important problem in natural language processing. With information being generated and written about at an increasing pace, more reading is required to keep up. Faced with the problem of no longer being able to read in entirety everything that may be interesting, summarization renders a potential solution for many applications. The goal of informative summaries is to allow users to read a small amount of text while being exposed to the main ideas in a document.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Previous approaches cover the spectrum of techniques from expert knowledge [9] , to simple word frequency based approaches [19] , to supervised and unsupervised machine learning approaches [4, 5, 23, 25, 31] , and even reinforcement learning [29] . These approaches employ an extractive or abstractive strategy. Extractive approaches aim to summarize using extracted spans of text, and abstractive approaches aim to accomplish this by generating novel phrases. Forming useful extractive summaries has proven to be the easier option, but an abstractive summary has the ability to be more concise, by combining the information in multiple sentences or by identifying important concepts not explicitly stated in a document. Excellent views of the wide array of summarization algorithms are provided by Nenkova et al. in [26, 27] and Mani et al in [20] .
More recently, deep learning has been explored to perform automatic summarization. In [5] for example, a document is encoded with a convolutional neural network, then decoded with a recurrent neural network (RNN), where the inclusion of a sentence in the summary depends on the degree to which the decoder attends to that sentence. [4] uses a fully recurrent encoder-decoder framework, and the authors use it to directly generate abstractive summaries. To encourage topic coverage of summaries, they focus on adding "distraction" to the encoder and decoder instead of improving local attention mechanisms. Similar to [5] where sentences are classified for summary inclusion are the approaches taken by [23] and [25] , where sentences are sequentially read by a RNN and directly classified for summary inclusion. [31] describes an abstractive model aiming to solve common problems of abstractive summarizers, including generating incorrect or inaccurate details and not handling out-of-vocabulary words. This is done with a RNN capable of producing novel text as well as explicitly copying text from the source document. An abstractive model which also uses a RNN and encoder-decoder framework with attention is [29] . Using a novel attention mechanism and by training with both reinforcement and supervised learning, their model achieved state-of-the-art ROUGE scores on the multiple datasets.
Despite the complexity and expressive power of models used in recent approaches, position-based baselines have proven difficult to beat by more than a small margin on the popular CNN/Daily Mail news article dataset. The competitive performance of the Lead heuristic is due to the progressive elaboration present in the writing, so that important and general information is already found at the beginning.
While most of the deep-learning-based summarizers use the CNN/Daily Mail data, partly due to the large volume of the dataset, it is obvious that not all documents are written by trained reporters or contain a single important story. Similarly, not all documents will have the most important information at the very beginning. An increasingly common typifying example is the 'listicle' -a list-like A news article is analyzed with our neural position model and the predicted position distributions generated by the model is shown for each sentence. White is low probability, red is high probability, and position quantiles are ordered from left to right. The position model considers sentences 2-4, 11, and 12 to be more characteristic of introductory sentences than the actual first two sentences.
article containing many equally important sections. Many documents may also contain a catching but low-information story or adage at the very beginning. In such articles, applying the Lead heuristic may provide a summary indicating what type of information is present, but is unlikely to result in an informative summary of the total document. In documents where the boundaries between sections are not available or are vague, applying Lead to each of the sections individually is also not easily done.
In this paper, we aim to further explore neural-network-based summarization to explicitly consider the guidance of position. In particular the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We create a neural model which produces a probability distribution over positions in the document for a given sentence. (2) We introduce a sentence embedding which can combine pretrained word embeddings to retain word order information while using an embedding dimension independent of sentence length. (3) We introduce the task of summarizing documents with multiple sections. (4) We propose the LeadR summarizer which can be applied to multi-section documents by locating sentences with introduction-like properties. (5) We compare LeadR to several baseline algorithms on the task of summarizing multi-section documents to 10% of their original length. On documents with more than one main topic, LeadR consistently outperforms all models tested against by a full point on ROUGE-2, and about 0.5 points on ROUGE-1 and -L scores.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on applying heuristics to summarization and the task of predicting sentence position in a document. Section 3 introduces our summarization algorithm, its primary components, and describes how they are combined to extract summaries. In Section 4 we discuss how the dataset was prepared, how our model was trained and optimized, and compare our summarizer to several baselines. This section also includes interesting observations made using the sentence position model. Section 5 concludes the paper and proposes directions for future work.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Predicting sentence position
Sentence position has been applied to understanding document structure and coherence. In [18] , Logeswaran et al. approach two tasks related to sentence order. The first task is that of determining whether a given sequence of sentences is coherent (i.e. in the correct order) or not. In the second, more difficult problem, they take an unordered set of sentences from an abstract and reorder them. To solve these tasks, they use an end-to-end set-to-sequence RNN framework proposed by [35] and reorder sentences by iteratively choosing among all sentences the one best fit to follow the one last added. This work is in contrast to the more computationally efficient approach we will take where we predict the position information of all sentences in a document at once. True sentence position is often provided as a feature for sentence level extractive summarizers, but to our knowledge, no previous work has been done on explicitly using predicted sentence position in summary extraction.
Phrase embedding
Many options exist for creating sentence representations suitable for machine learning. Representing sentences as a bag of words (BoW) is a simple and common approach, but removes word order information of sentences, which is often important for understanding the meaning of sentences. Combining distributed word embeddings [1] is an approach which has been shown to work well for many applications. In [14] , the authors explore different methods for combining word embeddings for the purpose of measuring semantic similarity between sentences. They compare combining word embeddings by either using a recursive auto-encoder [33] or simply adding the vectors together, and find that adding vectors consistently performs better. In addition to looking at how word embeddings are combined, they consider choices in the semantic similarity function. They find that a measure based on Euclidean distance performs better than using cosine similarity. For representing short texts such as tweets, [7] considers learning to weight the words when adding their embeddings, and shows that it outperforms other combination methods such as taking the mean or max of the word embeddings. Moving beyond addition, [22] considers combinations of multiplying and adding word embeddings to produce a phrase embedding. Evaluating on a sentence semantic similarity task, they show that multiplying, or a combination of multiplication and addition, outperforms the common addition approach.
LEADR SUMMARIZER MODEL
Our summarization model is inspired by the competitive performance of the Lead-3 heuristic on news articles. The reasoning behind the LeadR summarizer is as follows: We know that the Lead-3 heuristic works well for certain single-section documents, so if we can locate sentences in a multi-section document similar to those extracted by Lead in a single-section document, we may be able to form a good summary. To be able to handle very long documents, the summarizer is implemented in a pipeline where each step can be efficiently executed. In Section 3.2 we mention additional benefits to using this pipeline. At a high level, the LeadR summarizer executes the following steps:
(1) First, we generate embeddings for each sentence in the document. Refer to Section 3.1. (2) We feed these embeddings into a position model to obtain a probability distribution over positions for each sentence. Refer to Section 3.2. (3) Next, we compare a window of target distributions over the sequence of sentence position distributions to obtain an intro score for each sentence. Refer to Section 3.3. (4) Finally, we iteratively construct a summary by choosing sentences with high intro scores and small overlaps with previously chosen sentences. Refer to Section 3.4.
Sentence embedding
In this paper, we develop a flexible sentence embedding technique which combines benefits of multiple methods. The new method has the property of producing fixed dimension embeddings similar to BoW on a fixed vocabulary or word embedding addition. The method also retains word order information, a property enjoyed by recurrent models. The intuition behind our embedding is that we are squeezing (or stretching) word embeddings of dimension d f to fill a matrix of width R and height d f . The word embeddings are blended together across the width to make the embedding less sensitive to exact word ordering and to allow every word to have an influence on the combined embedding even if R < |S |. Figure 2 provides a visualization of the embedding technique. Given the speed of using pretrained word embeddings and the excellent cross-task performance recently reported in [13] , we choose to build upon these state-of-the-art fastText word embeddings 1 . The word embeddings are created with a cbow model architecture described in [21] , with the addition of a few tricks. These embeddings were shown to form good sentence representations when averaged together.
As the first step in producing sentence embeddings, we apply a random sparse projection 2 to the fastText word embeddings to reduce the dimension from 300 to d f = 75. This value was chosen to balance performance with increased model training and summary extraction speed and reduced memory usage. In addition to the new sentence embedding we define in this section, our model requires the ability to generate simple fastText embeddings for words, sentences (lists of words), and documents (lists of sentences). We use the notation f txt(token) to represent converting a textual token to its dimensionally reduced fastText embedding, as defined by: 
Given a sentence S from a document D consisting of words [w 1 , ..., w |S | ], we combine the word embeddings for the sentence to obtain X a S , the main part of the embedding as follows:
where
and
R ∈ N is the spatial resolution of the sentence embedding. β ∈ R controls the spatial decay in word importance in the combined embedding. The amount of blending between words is inversely proportional to β, so that when β is large, very little blending occurs. When β = 0 and R = 1, the embedding is equivalent to adding together the fastText embeddings. In Sections 4.4, we will see that controlling the spatial resolution and amount of word blending allows us to produce better summaries than if the word embeddings were simply averaged. The second part of the sentence embedding, X b D , shared by all sentences in D, is computed with f txt(D nost ops ), where D nostops is the document with stopwords removed. X a S is then flattened into a vector and concatenated with X b D to obtain X S . The purpose of X b D is to incorporate a global context, shown in [18] to improve performance at sentence ordering.
Neural Position Model
The purpose of the position model is to predict the position in a document of a given sentence. We will implement the position model with a fully connected neural network with a softmax output layer. Instead of predicting a single continuous value for the position of a sentence as the fraction of the way through a document, we frame sentence position prediction as a classification problem. The use of classification was initially motivated by the poor performance of regression models; since the task of position prediction is quite difficult, the models would consistently make predictions very close to 0.5 (middle of the document), thus not much useful information was attained. To convert the task to a classification problem, we aim to determine what quantile of the document a sentence resides in. Notationally, we will refer to the number of quantiles as Q. We can interpret the class probabilities behind a prediction as a distribution over positions for a sentence, providing us with a predicted position distribution (PPD). When Q = 2 for example, we are predicting whether a sentence is in the first or last half of a document. When Q = 4, we are predicting which quarter of the document it is in. In Figure 1 , we can see an example of the PPDs for sentences in an article when our model uses Q = 11. As we will see in Section 4.4.2, having fine-resolution distributions (i.e. Q > 2) is beneficial when locating sentences for a summary.
This neural model will be trained to map the sentence embeddings to one-hot encodings of sentence quantile position. More implementation and evaluation details will be discussed in Section 4.3. Composing the novel sentence embedding method with the position model provides us with the PosDist function which maps a sentence S to its predicted position distribution, a vector of dimension Q.
While a summarization model which learns to predict the inclusion of a sentence in a summary given our novel word embedding without generating PPDs is possible, being able to generate and access these PPDs confers multiple benefits, including:
Cross-task flexibility Being able to generate the PPDs for a document allows for upstream models to use them for a variety of tasks, akin to pretrained word embeddings. Coherence evaluation As we mention in Section 4.5, PPDs may be used for judging the coherence of a document. For the same reason, they may prove useful for the purpose of segmenting an otherwise unstructured document by topic and into coherent sections, similar to [32] or [8] . PPDs may also be useful for automatic grading of essays as a high level indicator of coherence and structure. Insights In Section 4.5 we will use these PPDs to analyze human written summaries and show how they are unique from sentences typically found in documents.
Intro Scores
To try solve the difficult problem of determining how characteristic a sentence is of an introductory sentence, we compare the predicted position distributions of the sentence and its successors to a sequence of target distributions. The purpose of the sequence of target distributions is to specify what we consider an archetypal introduction to look like. The sequence of sentences whose PPDs maximizes the cosine similarity with the target distributions should be the most introduction-like. Since we may care more about the similarity of sentences at the start of a sequence than ones at the end, we allow for placing more weight on matching the PPDs near the start of the target distribution. Equation 5 shows how these ideas are combined to produce the final sentence intro scores.
Intro(S
Here, S i is the i t h sentence in D, T j is the j t h target distribution, γ controls the weight decay of sentence similarities. To measure semantic similarity between a PPD and a target distribution, Sim (cosine similarity) is used.
Summary extraction
Instead of building up a summary one sentence at a time, we allow our model to add sentence spans of length sl. If sl = 2 for example, then sentences are added to the summary in contiguous pairs. Having a larger sl allows for more coherent summaries, and as we will see in Section 4.4.2, can also improve performance. In addition to considering intro scores when constructing a summary, we also consider the semantic overlap of sentence spans chosen by using Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) as described in [3] . MMR essentially provides a way of weighting the positive and negative aspects of adding a piece of text to the summary, given what has already been added. A linear combination of the two values is used, with the weight distribution controlled with λ ∈ [0, 1]. In our case, when λ = 1, the sentence spans are scored only according to their intro score. When λ = 0, spans are scored entirely on their semantic novelty (or added coverage) with respect to previously chosen spans. Carbonell et al. find that an intermediate value for λ is best for the task of generating query-directed summaries. Similar to their work., we use cosine similarity for semantic similarity, but we use averaged fastText embeddings to embed the text and compare sentence spans instead of single sentences. Algorithm 1 shows how we apply MMR for extracting a summary of n sentences for document D.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, first we will discuss the dataset used and its preparation for the multi-section summarization task. Second, we will look at how our models are trained and tuned. Third, we will compare our LeadR model to several baselines. Finally, interesting results attainable using the neural sentence position model will be presented. All experiments were performed on a machine with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU and 16G RAM. Neural networks were implemented with the Keras Python library [6] . 
Data preparation for multi-section summarization
In this paper, we aim to show how neural models can be used to extend the Lead heuristic beyond its typical area of expertise on single-sectioned news articles. To construct a dataset for this task, we start by preparing the CNN/Daily Mail news article dataset constructed by [12] 3 , then simulate the more challenging situation of multi-section summarization by concatenating multiple news articles. For features predictive of sentence location to be learned which may transfer to other datasets, many of the articles in the CNN/Daily Mail dataset require preprocessing to remove unwanted information. Publication meta-information appearing at the beginning of articles could easily be used as an indicator of sentence position without having to consider the remainder of the sentence. Table 1 contains examples of such cases.
Each news article also contains "highlights" which compose the human written summary of the article. These are extracted and will be used during evaluation of summarizers. Our model does not require entity anonymization to be performed on the news articles.
After preprocessing, we end up with over 300,000 articles, with an average of almost 30 sentences/article, and the most common length being 17 sentences. 114 articles which contain zero sentences are not used at any point in the experiments. Human written summaries are an average of 3.8 sentences long and most commonly 4.
To extend this set of articles for multi-section summarization, we simply concatenate random articles together. We refer to a document formed by concatenating M single articles as an MXconcatenated document. The task of summarizing 1X concatenated documents refers to the standard single-article summariztaion. For automated evaluation of summaries, we use ROUGE scores [17] , which requires ground-truth ("gold") summaries. Each article in the CNN/Daily Mail dataset is accompanied with a short summary, so to extend to the multi-section task we simply concatenate the M summaries together. This concatenated summary is considered the gold summary for the MX concatenated document. Next, we will discuss in more detail how summarization models will be evaluated.
Evaluation of multi-section summarizers
To evaluate the quality of summaries, we use three ROUGE evaluation metrics [17] : ROUGE-1, which measures the amount of unigram overlap between the gold summaries for an article and the proposed (automatically produced) summary, ROUGE-2, which measures the amount of bigram overlap, and ROUGE-L, based on the longest common subsequence in the gold and automated summary. While ROUGE metrics originally focused only on recall, precision is often taken into account in the form of F1 scores so that summaries which are both informative and sufficiently concise are rewarded. For evaluating newswire summaries, these metrics have been shown to correlate well to human assessments [16] . In this paper, we will use full-length F1 ROUGE variants 4 .
For training, validation, and testing, 30,000 articles are randomly selected from the CNN/Daily Mail dataset, with 80% used for training, 10% for validation, and 10% for testing 5 . The volume of data used is largely limited by the time required to run full-length ROUGE for evaluating the extracted summaries. The evaluation time is especially noticeable in our experiments due to the use of concatenated articles.
To train the neural sentence position model, the original singlesection articles are used. Since we have one sample per sentence and 24,000 training articles, we will train on approximately 700,000 samples. For validation of the summarizer, the original 3,000 singlesection validation articles are used, as well as 9,000 multi-section articles formed by concatenating 2, 3, and 4 random articles from the validation set.
To evaluate models on the validation set, instead of aiming to maximize a single ROUGE metric, we combine ROUGE -1, -2, and 1 12
ROUGE-type(model, MX concatenated docs) (6) For testing, a process similar to validation set construction is used, except 5X concatenated articles are also included, for a total of 15,000 articles 6 , and the individual ROUGE scores will be reported.
In the single-section (1X) summarization task, extractively summarizing articles to three sentences is most commonly performed. For the MX concatenated task, we will focus on summarizing documents in 3M sentences.
Training details
To determine our hyperparameters in a tractable way, we perform grid searches on subsets of the hyperparameters. The subsets are chosen to minimize search time and take into account those hyperparameters which might interact non-linearly to influence the final performance. To further reduce training time and decrease the potential for over-fitting, many values are fixed to reasonable settings. A summary of the fixed values is as follows:
Neural network structure We use a fully connected feedforward structure with two hidden layers, Leaky ReLu activation [36] (with a = 10), and no regularization. Neural network training regime The number of epochs is set to 10. Batch size is set to 256. We use the Adam optimizer [15] with most default parameters as supplied by Keras [6] . The learning rate is tuned to avoid over or underfitting on the training set. Training is performed to minimize the crossentropy of the predicted and true labels. Target distributions We fix the sequence length of target distributions to 5. To calculate the target distributions for a given Q value, we linearly interpolate between a Q-length vector with a 1 in the first dimension and a vector with all values set to 1/Q. We expect this to be a good approximation of what the introductory PPDs of an archetypal article should be like. The six sets of tuned hyperparameters are shown in Table 2 . Initial values are not applicable to the very first two hyperparameters optimized. The initial value is meant to be a best guess and is used when optimizing other hyperparameters before it itself undergoes optimization. After the hyperparameters in a set are optimized, they are fixed and the next set is optimized. An exploration into how a few hyperparameters affect the validation performance is given in Section 4.4.2. maximizes coverage. Fourth is LeadR avд which uses word embedding averages instead of our novel position-sensitive sentence embedding. In this paper, we evaluate our models on the novel task of multi-section summarization, thus no previously reported results are directly comparable to this work. However, existing summarization algorithms can be applied to this task. We compare our models to the following baselines:
Results
Lead Sentences are extracted in their original order. On the 1X CNN/Daily Mail summarization task, this is a competitive heuristic, especially for 3 extracted sentences. Lead mul t i This method is a naïve extension of Lead. If k sentences are required for the summary, it will split the document into ⌈k/3⌉ sections and take the first three sentences from each section until the sentence limit is reached. Luhn This method makes use of both word frequency statistics as well as position of words within sentences to rank them by importance [19] . SumBasic This is a method which exclusively makes use of word frequency information [28] . LSA This method uses singular value decomposition applied to the term by sentences matrix of a document to identify important concepts [34] . The sentences chosen for summarization are those which best represent these concepts. TextRank This graph based method ranks sentences using an algorithm similar to PageRank [2] . LexRank This graph based method aims to capture sentence importance with eigenvector centrality in a weighted edge graph induced by the sentences and their similarity [10] . KLSum This method greedily adds sentences to a summary to minimize the KL divergence between the document and summary unigram distributions [11] .
Aside from the first two baselines, these models are all implemented in the sumy Python package 7 Our LeadR model is clearly shown in Table 3 to consistently outperformed all baselines tested against on the multi-section summarization tasks. On the 2X -5X concatenation tasks, our ROUGE-1, -2, and -L scores are an average of 0.5, 1, and 0.6 points above the next best scores respectively. One immediately evident detail is that 7 Available online at https://pypi.python.org/pypi/sumy. the Lead heuristic still outperforms our model on the 1X task. The simple extension of Lead is able to improve upon the performance of Lead by several points on the 2X -5X tasks and even performs better than or similarly to LSA, TextRank, and KLSum. Of the LeadR variations, LeadR λ=0 and LeadR avд perform the poorest across all tasks and metrics, suggesting that the use of intro scores and novel sentence embedding are the main contributors to its performance.
Effects of parameter tuning.
The effects of several of our model hyperparameters are displayed in Figure 4 . In each of the plots, the performance shown is that on the validation set calculated with Equation 6. The performance curves for the hyperparameters are gathered during their tuning. This means, for example, that while R, β, and Q were being optimized, neural networks with hidden layers of sizes [200, 50] were being used, while layers of size [100, 25] were used when optimizing γ , sl, and λ. The following observations on the effects of various hyperparameters can be made:
R and β When one of R (sentence embedding resolution) or β (inverse word blending) is low, average ROUGE score is low. After both reach about 4, performance seems levels off. Since R and β are optimized together, the curve values for R are averages across all values of β, and the curve values for β are averages across all values of R. Q Having a value for Q (number of position quantiles in PPDs) at or above 5 seems to be critical to performance. γ There seems to be a clear optimal value for γ (controls importance decay of sentence PPD similarity with target distributions). The best performance is achieved when the similarity of a sentence PPD to the corresponding target distribution is considered half as important as for the previous sentence. λ The optimal value for λ (balance of intro score and coverage importance) appears to be around 0.7, and going below that value is more detrimental than increasing it. This indicates that intro score for a sentence is more important than maximizing coverage, but a benefit is achieved by taking it into account. sl The span length used when extracting summaries has a sweet spot at 3. Going above or below it is detrimental. 
Interesting Observations
Ideally, one would like an extractive summarizer to choose sentences most similar to those in a human written summary. However, applying the neural position model to gold summaries reveals why that may be difficult. In Figure 5 , we see averaged PPDs for gold summaries of length 4, for the first 5 sentences of news articles, and for the last 5 sentences of news articles. Even though the Lead heuristic performs quite well, the predicted sentence positions at the start of articles are quite different from those in gold summaries. Interestingly, the very first sentence in a gold summary is strongly predicted to be either at the start or the end, with low probabilities in the middle. While the PPDs for gold summaries might seem more characteristic of conclusory sentences, applying a Last-3 heuristic on the 1X summarization task results in very poor performance (ROUGE-1, -2, and -L scores of 13.2, 2.7, and 12.3 respectively). Upon looking at the PPDs for many news articles (the PPDs for five articles are shown in Figure 3 ), we observe that sentences with high start and end position probabilities are quite rare. Another interesting observation made with PPDs is how easily the structure of an article may be observed. In the PPD sequence in the bottom left of Figure 3 , there seem to be multiple sentence subsequences whose predicted positions shift relatively smoothly from the first to last quantile, akin to small articles embedded within the larger one. When reading these sentence subsequences, the characterization often seems appropriate. This observation suggests that the neural position model could be applied to automatically assess the flow and coherence of documents.
CONCLUSIONS
To extend the performance of the Lead-3 heuristic to extract summaries for multi-section documents, we propose the LeadR algorithm which locates sentences with introduction-like properties. This is performed by first using a neural model to predict position distributions of sentences, then choosing those sentences with predicted positions similar to that of introductory sentences. The strength of predicted sentence position as an indicator for summary quality is demonstrated on an augmented version of a common summarization dataset. The importance of the position model is demonstrated by adding over 4, 2, and 4 ROUGE-1, -2, and -L points respectively when compared to the same summarization pipeline which only maximizes coverage of the summary. We also employ a novel sentence embedding which encodes positional information of words while maintaining a constant dimensionality. We demonstrate that this embedding contributes a full ROUGE-2 point and over 2 ROUGE-1 and -L points when summarizing multi-section articles.
This paper leaves many interesting areas for future work. As suggested by [14] , optimizing the semantic similarity measures used could increase performance. Other heuristics to build upon could also be used. For example, instead of predicting the location of sentences, the presence of other signals such as key phrases could be ) . The 1115 articles with exactly 4 gold summary sentences from the set of single-sectioned test articles were used were used to calculate (a). The 558 articles with between 15 and 20 sentences from the set of single-sectioned test articles were used were used to calculate (b) and (c).
predicted. Similar to training a model to predict sentence location, obvious evidence of the phrases would need to be removed before training. We also briefly mentioned applications of predicted position distributions of sentences including segmenting documents into subsections and estimating coherence for automatic evaluation of writing quality.
